This journal transmits information from writers to readers. If authors keep readers in mind, they will more lucidly convey their ideas.
4.
It is not the role of the editor's office or publisher to rewrite poorly written manuscripts; that responsibility rests entirely with the authors. Those who have difficulty writing scientific English should have a proficient colleague write the paper or should seek out the services of a professional editor who does this for a fee. ( 7. Be concise; don't ramble. Short papers are more likely to be accepted than long ones. The length of the paper ought to be in proportion to the content of the information.
8. Try not to use the passive voice because it takes the reader longer to read and understand than the active voice.
9. Avoid constructions that force the reader to stop and re-read the sentence. When you find yourself using "respectively," you may recognize that you have a problem. Example: "The mean values for men and women were x and y, respectively." Substitute: "The mean value for men was x, and for women, y." This version is unambiguous and permits the reader to continue forward.
10. Mention of race in a case history is usually superfluous and not warranted. However, the race or other ethnic designation of the patient should be given in the history if the topic is later mentioned in the Discussion. That is, race should be included if, and only if, it is worth discussing.
11. Do not use the phrase "in man." "Human" is the appropriate alternative; it can be used as an adjective or noun, is unambiguous, and does not evoke controversy.
Discussion.
More Advice 1. Most editors dislike "and/or." Your meaning is usually conveyed by "or" alone. If it is important, you can add "or both" at the end of the sentence. ("Subarachnoid hemorrhage can cause headache, stiff neck, or both.") 2. "Parameter" is a popular word, but one that is frequently used erroneously and ambiguously; it is better to write exactly what you mean. You may think you are using "parameter" correctly, but you probably aren't (read the short essay on the subject in Neurology 1984;34:1591).
3. "CNS" should be used only if it refers to brain and spinal cord. It is not a synonym for "brain" or "cerebral."
4. "Deficit" may be used, if at all, only to describe neurologic signs and not symptoms. The precise meaning of "deficit" must be obvious from preceding information.
5. Automatic deletions-wasted words and phrases that should be deleted on sight:
prior history (all history is prior) careful history and examination (we are all careful) it is shown that it is emphasized that it is a fact that it is known that provided a means of etc. very 6. Some translations from medicalese: We are accused of dehumanizing patients. 
